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Geology Roam gets new maps

Ordnance Survey data refreshed

...and you can now order the legend by the age of the rocks.

You can now view several new datasets in
Geology roam, including detailed 1:10,000
scale maps and offshore geology. You can also
reorder the Active Legend to be by Rock Age.

OS data Products in both Data
Download and Roam have been
updated:
More details about Roam...
More details about Download...

READ MORE
Boundary-Line gets new layers

Building and Land Height data in CAD format
Download 3D buildings and contours as DWG files

The two critical datasets for creating a 3d
Urban Landscape are now available directly in
DWG format for use in CAD software. There is
no need for any conversion the data will open
directly in the software.

Ordnance Survey have added
historical and ceremonial counties
to their Boundary-Line data product:
READ MORE

Free Webinars
READ MORE

There are more webinars coming up
in October, for a full list have a look
at the EDINA events page:

Points of Interest Data now available
EDINA Events
4 Million features for the whole of Great Britain

Ordnance Survey's Points of Interest (PoI)
data is now available from Data Download.
The data contains millions of features in
classes such as Retail, Transport, Education
and Health ready to display on your map.
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